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Question #4 — How Do We Get There?      

  Planning is bringing the future into the present so that 
you can do something about it now. 

  — Alan Lakein   

 Identify Action Steps      

FIGURE 8.1 The LogFrame Helps Organize Activities, Budgets, and Schedules
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144 MASTERING THE FOUR CRITICAL STRATEGIC QUESTIONS         

   The Ancient Project that Saved the World 

 Do you wish you could have been there long ago when God instructed 
Noah to build an ark? Maybe the message came via a memo carved in 
stone or typed on God ’ s personal stationery.     

 I have decided to make it rain real hard for 40 days and 40 nights. 
Noah, I want you to build an ark big enough to hold a pair of all the 
animals on earth (and people) so you can survive the fl ood. After 
the fl ood, you can restore life on earth and ensure the long - term sur-
vival of human and animal life. 

 Get everything necessary ready before the big rains start in six months. 
Build a seaworthy ark, bring a pair of each type of animal and people 
aboard, along with necessary supplies. Here ’ s an advance copy of 
 Strategic Project Management Made Simple . Read about and use the 
Logical Framework for your project plan. Don ’ t feel pressured just 
because the future of civilization depends on your project management 
skills. Good luck.   

 Whew! Defi nitely a career - defi ning opportunity — if he could 
pull it off! Noah realized he needed some high - powered Strategic 
Project Management concepts and started reading his new book. He 
fl ipped to the section about chunking.  

  Chunking 101 

  “ Chunking ”  is the art and science of creative grouping. Chunking 
means breaking down something BIG (problem, strategy, Goal, etc.) 
into smaller, more accessible  “ chunks ”  (phases, components, 
Outcomes, categories, aspects, etc.). The word chunk doubles as a 
verb as well as a noun. The verb expresses the thinking process, while 
the noun describes the resulting categories. For some projects, the 
most logical chunks will be obvious, while others will leave you fur-
rowing your brow and wondering where to begin. 
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 Smart chunking avoids the problems expressed in the Bizarro 
cartoon shown in Figure  8.2 . The bin categories are not suffi ciently 
discrete to enable someone to decide what goes in which container. 
Can you decide where a blue, bumpy toy elephant belongs? Do you 
have a clue where a cue ball goes? There are both gaps and overlaps 
in the bin labels. Worst of all, the categories don ’ t relate to the higher 
Objectives motivating the project.   

FIGURE 8.2 Sloppy Chunking Leads to Problems
King Features Syndicate. Reprinted by permission.
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146 MASTERING THE FOUR CRITICAL STRATEGIC QUESTIONS         

 Sloppy chunking can jam up your system from the start and 
make your effort sputter. Smart chunking helps you to: 

  Identify logical phases for a multi - phase project.  
  Clarify how the diverse program and project elements relate to 
one another (as shown in the Objective Trees in Chapter  3 ).  
  Defi ne the cluster of project LogFrames that support a larger 
program or corporate Goal.  
  Select the set of proposed Outcomes to achieve a project Purpose.  
  Choose the set of Inputs needed to produce each Outcome.    

 The most common fi rst - order chunking logic is by phases, but 
secondary chunking can take place within each phase. Use whatever 
chunking criteria make most sense in achieving your higher Objectives. 

 Decisions about project chunking begin emerging during 
Question #1 when you consider whether your LogFrame plan will 
cover the whole project or just one part or phase. 

  Noah Chunked Wisely 

 Noah wisely chunked his project into three phases — (1) Pre - Flood, 
(2) Flood, and (3) Post - Flood. Each phase shared a common over-
arching Goal, with phase - specifi c Purposes and a unique set of 
Outcomes for each. 

 Because he was a Strategic Project Manager (among the fi rst ever), 
he began by creating three scrolls with a LogFrame for each phase. 

 Starting with the Pre -F lood phase, he gathered his team 
and tackled Question #1 — What Are We Trying to Accomplish and 
Why? Their vertical logic may have looked like this: 

    Goal    Ensure long - term survival of human and  animal 
life on earth.  

    Purpose    Survive the fl ood  
    Outcomes    1. Ark built

  2. Ark loaded with necessary  supplies
  3. Animals and people collected and loaded  

 Noah was tempted to jump to bar charts, but his naval architect 
spouse Noelle reminded him to answer Questions #2 and #3 before 
addressing schedule, which happens during Question #4. 

•
•

•

•
•
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 So they tackled Question #2 — How Do We Measure Success? 
They began by identifying Measures and Verifi cations for the 
Purpose  “ Survive the fl ood .”  

    Purpose    Purpose Measures    Verifi cation  
    Survive the fl ood.    1. Ark lands with 100% 

of animals and humans 
who boarded still alive, 
healthy and fertile.  

  1.1 Review passenger 
manifest 
 1.2 Conduct health 
tests  

 Note how defi ning requirements at higher levels sets parameters 
for what is necessary at the next lower level. In this case, the Purpose 
Measures of health and fertility remind us that the  “ Animals col-
lected ”  (Outcome #3) must be healthy, breedable, and willing pairs. 
Without being clear about the need to breed, his animal collection 
team could easily have considered  “ a pair of each animal ”  to mean 
two of each species without regarding gender, thus thwarting survival 
for that species. (Maybe that ’ s how we lost the unicorns.) 

 Always progress top - down from Goal and Purpose Measures 
before setting Outcome Measures. That way you can set the 
Outcomes Measures at the magnitude needed to reach higher level 
Objectives. 

 After Noah ’ s team answered the fi rst three questions, their 
LogFrame looked like the one shown in Figure  8.3 .     

  Organizing Inputs: Nitty Gritty Project Planning 

 By now you can appreciate that the LogFrame Input row accommo-
dates tasks along with schedules, responsibility charts, and resource 
budgets. A wisely chunked activity list is the starting point for all 
three of these management tools. 

 The LogFrame Inputs are meant to offer a high level summary, 
not a comprehensive action plan. Consider Inputs as the jumping off 
point for more detailed planning, using Work Breakdown Structures 
(WBS), networks, and my old friend the Gantt chart. Putting too 
much detail into the matrix defeats the LogFrame ’ s value as a sum-
mary document that can concisely communicate the project design to 
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148 MASTERING THE FOUR CRITICAL STRATEGIC QUESTIONS         

stakeholders not interested in the details. You can keep Inputs gen-
eral and illustrative, or paste a reasonably accurate summary of your 
detailed work plan generated from the other planning tools back into 
your LogFrame ’ s Input row, or cite more detailed plans. 

  Noah ’ s Noisy Planning Session 

 A noisy discussion broke out among Noah ’ s team about the rela-
tionship between Inputs and Outcomes. Take, for example,  “ Build 
ark. ”  Is this an Input or an Outcome? It could be both. As 
 grammatically stated, it ’ s clearly an Input activity. But if you are 
responsible to deliver a completed ark, then it becomes an Outcome 
and should be restated in past - tense, fully completed language, as in 
 “ Ark built ” . 

 Let ’ s trace the logic, starting with this If -T hen relationship: 

               Outcome       1. Ark built   
        

     Inputs       1. Build ark         

FIGURE 8.3 Logical Framework for Noah’s Ark Project 
(after Answering the First Three Questions)
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 The relationship  “ If we built ark, then the ark is built ”  is true, 
but not very useful. Utility comes when you then explode or break 
out the activity of  “ Build ark ”  into its component parts, like this: 

               Outcome       1. Ark built   

          
     Inputs       1.1 Design ark  

 1.2 Hire labor  
 1.3 Cut lumber  
 1.4 Construct ark         

 Keep your Inputs at roughly the same magnitude. If the chunks 
are still too large, you can elevate the Inputs into Sub - Outcomes 
using past tense verbs. If you  “ slide Objectives up a level, ”  that 
creates space for more detailed Inputs such as in this example: 

               Outcome       1. Ark built   
          

     Sub - Outcomes       1.1 Ark designed  
 1.2 Labor hired  

          
 1.3 Lumber cut  

 1.4 Ark constructed   

     Inputs       1.1.1 Hire architect  
 1.1.2 Develop specifi cations
   1.1.3 Etc.         

 When elevating Inputs to Sub - Outcomes, add, delete, or mod-
ify your sub - Outcomes as needed so you don ’ t have a confusing mix 
as in the Bizarro cartoon. You can then identify three to fi ve new 
Inputs for each Sub - Outcome, which provide fi ner - grain chunks suit-
able for building out the action plan. 

 If this reminds you of work breakdown structures, it ’ s no accident. 
That ’ s exactly what this process is. And if you are eagerly waiting to 
crank up your project management software —  Let  ‘ er rip!  You can now 
lay out a coherent action plan with confi dence that you are aiming at 
the right set of well - tuned Outcomes. Software plays an essential role 
in project management — but only after sound strategies are in place. 
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150 MASTERING THE FOUR CRITICAL STRATEGIC QUESTIONS         

 At this point, Noah ’ s team descended into a dark tunnel and began 
sketching a giant grid on the wall with hunks of charcoal (black tape had 
not yet been invented). Some of his crew held up torches to provide the 
glimpses of light needed to develop their bar chart, capturing the steps 
until roll out of this life - saving, breakthrough transportation technol-
ogy. You can see the result of Noah ’ s Input planning in Figure  8.4 .     

  Clarify Resource Requirements 

 The LogFrame structure invites innovation and fl exibility in plan-
ning resources. In any undertaking, the three major resources of 
interest are time, people, and assets (money and the things money 
can buy —   equipment, materials, and so on). 

 Start with a solid activity list. For each activity, identify the type 
of resources and estimate the cost each requires to produce the stated 
Outcomes. With reasonably good estimates at this level, you will end 
up with a defensible budget that shows what it will take to deliver 
your defi ned Outcomes. The more precision you demonstrate, the 
better. Smart manager can partially inoculate their project against 
potential budget cuts by being able to trace back the impact of cuts 
on the project Outcomes. 

 Choose the resource categories and formats that are most rele-
vant in planning your project. Noah organized his resource budget 

FIGURE 8.4 Noah’s Ark Project Inputs
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by fi rst identifying the materials and supplies needed for each activ-
ity, then estimating the manpower requirements, and fi nally turning 
these into fi nancial fi gures. How he did this is shown in Figure  8.5 .    

Make Responsibilities   Clear to All     

FIGURE 8.5 Noah’s Ark Resource Budget Details

The Saga of the Confused Project Team

Four people named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody, and Nobody 
worked together. An important Outcome needed managing, and 
Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it. Anybody could 
have done it, but Nobody actually did it. Somebody got angry, 
because it was really Everybody’s job. Everybody thought 
Anybody could do it, but Nobody realized that Somebody 
wouldn’t. As it turned out, Everybody blamed Somebody when 
Nobody did what Anybody could have done!

—Author Unknown

 Sound familiar? Blame, wasted effort, and sour feelings occur 
when something important drops through the cracks due to poor 
communication or faulty coordination. Sorting out roles and 
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152 MASTERING THE FOUR CRITICAL STRATEGIC QUESTIONS         

 responsibilities is tricky when tasks involve multiple people, as they 
usually do. Fortunately, there ’ s a simple tool to assist us: The Linear 
Responsibility Chart, as shown in Figure  8.6 .   

 The Linear Responsibility Chart identifi es project  “ actions ”  
(tasks or activities) and  “ actors ”  (organizations/individuals) in a 
matrix that shows: 

  All persons or organizations involved in the project (along the 
horizontal line).  
  All tasks or activities (along the vertical line).  
  The nature of the involvement of all persons in the project task 
(by code in the matrix).    

 Use this simple letter code in the cells of the chart itself to iden-
tify responsibilities of each player: 

   R :   R esponsible to do (but may Delegate)  
   P:       P articipates  
   C:   May be  C onsulted  
   A:     A pprove  s
   I:       Must be  I nformed    

  How to Construct a Responsibility Chart 

 Ideally, gather together your key players in front of a large whiteboard 
or blackboard to discuss the project and create your Responsibility 

•

•
•

FIGURE 8.6 The Linear Responsibility Chart Shows Actions and Actors
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Chart (preceded by a LogFrame). Alternatively, one or two people 
can develop and circulate the chart (stamped  “ Draft ” ) to others for 
review. Either way, follow these steps: 

  1.   Clarify the Outcome or task of interest.  
  2.   Draw a large matrix (on a blackboard, whiteboard, spreadsheet, 

or oversized paper).  
  3.   List all the activities vertically.  
  4.   List key actors horizontally (leave some blank columns).  
  5.   Discuss each activity and defi ne roles (indicate with a letter code).    

 Team discussion concerning task roles frequently leads to a 
redefi nition or fi ner - grained breakout of tasks. For example,  “ Hire 
architect ”  may break out into  “ Write specifi cations, ”     “ Identify possi-
ble architects, ”     “ Conduct interviews, ”     “ Make selection, ”  and so on. 

 While you can have more than one person Participate (P), 
Approve (A), Consult (C), or be Informed (I), only one person gets to 
wear the Responsibility hat (R). That person can delegate, of course 
(and the people delegated to would be labeled with a  “ P ” ). But one 
unbreakable rule is that every action only has one  “ R .”  Having 
 multiple R ’ s for a single task diffuses accountability and invites multi -
 directional fi nger - pointing. You can easily turn Responsibility Charts 
into conventional job descriptions by reading each column vertically 
and putting that information into standard narrative format. 

 Figures  8.7  and  8.8  show examples of two Responsibility Charts: 
Figure  8.7  identifi es the responsibilities that Noah and his team 
agreed upon. 

 The chart shown in Figure  8.8  comes from the Caribbean 
Agriculture Research and Development Institute (CARDI), a 13 - nation 
consortium of small island nations that pool their limited technical 
resources to tackle problems of common interest. 

 This one illustrates how responsibility charts can cut across 
multiple organizations. Major actors included in this example include 
both internal and external parties who played a role in creating their 
annual research and development (R & D) plans. External actors 
include the national Ministries of Agriculture from participating 
countries, while internal actors are the leaders of CARDI functional 
groups involved in R & D planning. Note how responsibility shifts 
by activity, and that some require dual levels of approval.     
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FIGURE 8.7 Noah’s Ark Responsibility Chart Pins Down Roles

FIGURE 8.8 CARDI Responsibility Chart Clarifi es Internal and 
External Roles
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 For simplicity, let ’ s assume that you have a one - year project with 
four phases of three months each and have created a detailed Phase 
One plan.  Schmidt ’ s Law of Planning Density  suggests that the subse-
quent Phases Two, Three, and Four should have roughly   1 _ 2  ,   

1
 _ 3  , and   1 _ 4   the 

level of detail as Phase One. If, for example, Phase One is a three -
 month effort with 25 action items, your preliminary plans for the next 
three phases would have roughly 12, 8, and 4 action items, respectively. 
A graphic depiction of this concept is shown in Figure  8.9 .   

 Preliminary plans for future phases will have much less granularity 
and specifi city than for your current phase, but include enough detail to 
spot long - lead items and future issues with present action implications. 

 Each phase will have its own LogFrame with phase - specifi c 
Purposes and Outcomes, but all phases will share a common, over -
 arching Goal. You can create future phase preliminary plans as separate 
LogFrames. You could also include future phase planning into your 
current phase LogFrame as an Outcome described as  “ Preliminary 
Plans for Later Phases Developed. ”  

  Applying Schmidt ’ s Law of Planning Density 

 It may not be written in stone, but you would be wise to consider 
 Schmidt ’ s Law of Planning Density , which is as follows:   

Schmidt’s Law of Planning Density recommends that you plan the 
upcoming phase/chunk at the level of detail you need to manage 
it effectively, and simultaneously create less detailed preliminary 
plans for future phases. 

FIGURE 8.9 Schmidt’s Law of Planning Density
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 Well - established phases - gate methodologies exist in many 
industries (e.g., pharmaceutical development, construction, software 
development, etc.) When standard phase names and chunks already 
exist (e.g., Design, Build, Test, Operate, and Maintain) use these. 

 But what about open - ended, non - routine or ad - hoc projects? 
While ready - made phase names do not exist, you can still character-
ize and name each phase so you have bounded execution chunks. For 
example, the sealed - source project team labeled an early phase 
 “ Analyze Alternatives ”  for doing extensive paper studies concerning 
the characteristics of 15 potential sites. 

 When you face large issues and don ’ t know where to start, call 
Phase One  “ Problem Defi nition ”  or even  “ Figure Out What the 
Heck This Is All About .”  Your Phase One LogFrame Purpose might 
be  “ Problem suffi ciently well understood to defi ne a preliminary path 
forward. ”  The Outcomes might include things as Stakeholders con-
sultation completed, additional information gathered, options formu-
lated and so on. Realize that your chunking logic will likely change in 
subsequent project phases (and possibly within a single phase). 

 Strategic chunking is more essential than you might think. 
Teams can stay stuck and stagnate (or drown) because they failed to 
chunk their project meaningfully. Naming your chunks appropriately 
can lead you and your team along the path more smoothly — no mat-
ter how many twists and turns may greet you.  

  Straight Line versus Curved and Twisty Paths 

 Let ’ s contrast straight line with curved and twisty path projects. With 
straight - line projects, you can usually plot a clear path to the end 
when you start, and use your initial plan and manage, more or less, as 
a blueprint that won ’ t change very much. When painting your bed-
room, for example, after you choose the colors, you buy the paint, 
then brush, spray, or roll it on. The unknowns are reasonably few 
and bounded (i.e., Did I buy enough paint?) and less sensitive to 
environmental factors outside the project. Changes in the price of 
paint pigment from Peru won ’ t affect your plans to paint your pad in 
pale pink. 

 But in curved path projects, you can only see a limited distance 
ahead. Think of traversing a mountain road with lots of twists and 
switchbacks. You know the destination and general direction is north-
west, but you can ’ t see around the corners. You must round the bend 
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and see the lay of the land before you scope out the next phase of the 
journey. Because emergent projects are curved path, chunking and 
phase-naming are particularly valuable to structure your project into 
successive phases, guided by a LogFrame for each. 

  Selective Zooming 

 At times you ’ ll need to zoom in on a project component for more 
visibility. For example, here ’ s an excerpt showing Outcome #3 from 
the Fircrest School LogFrame found in the Appendix. Note the 
appropriate density of the Input activities, which are descriptive but 
not overwhelming. The Inputs could then be fl eshed out further as 
needed, but this gave enough description that the team knew the 
major aspects were covered. 

 Note that some of the tasks for Outcome #2 are large enough to 
justify their own LogFrame. Activity 2.2 —  “ Design System ”— is clearly 
a project in itself (see Figure  8.10 ). While this is condensed to an 

FIGURE 8.10 Inputs for Fircrest Project Outcome #2
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Input on this Master LogFrame, the expert in charge created a 
 spin - off LogFrame for system design.     

  Format Variations  and  Innovations 

 Because the LogFrame ’ s systems thinking underpinnings are generic 
and fl exible, so is the grid format itself. Be innovative and customize 
the LogFrame to your needs and add your own categories. 

One such hybrid format, shown in Figure  8.11 , inserts two new 
columns at the Input level to capture the information needed and its 
source. Rather than displaying a full Linear Responsibility Chart, 
this same Input level variation simply identifi es who is responsible 
and lumps all other actors into an  “ Others involved” category   next 
to the  “ R. ”    

 Some users add a fi fth row beneath Inputs to describe general 
resource requirements when LogFrames are used for early stage fea-
sibility studies and it ’ s premature to cost out Inputs. Other users 
s implify by combining the Measures and Verifi cation column. 

 This system offers you the ability to loosely couple together 
several LogFrames as  “ linked clusters, ”  which work together towards 
a common Goal. The ability to bundle multiple LogFrames around 
themes that cut across separate organizational units can be very 
potent because the system fl exes to match the team confi guration. 

 You have carte blanche to tinker with the LogFrame. 
Remember, it ’ s a tool that should amplify your thinking and serve 
your needs, rather than constrict you like an outgrown pair of pants.  

FIGURE 8.11 Innovative Format for Input Planning 
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  Defi ning the Next Action Step 

 Do you know anyone who occasionally procrastinates on key tasks 
because they seem too big (that you don ’ t even know where to start); 
so simple (that you feel you could put it off); or too fuzzy (that you 
aren ’ t sure what needs to be done)? Do you sometimes want to 
move ahead, but aren ’ t sure about your next step? Your mind can play 
tricks and bombard you with reasons to not take action. 

 A professional associate and master of exquisite execution, David 
Allen, taught me how to solve that problem. He shares this next tip 
in his must - read book  Getting Things Done , as paraphrased here: 

  “ Defi ne the next action step ”  is a success principle that has 
proven itself enormously valuable. For example, confronting a task 
like  “ Improve marketing plan ”  can lead to getting overwhelmed or 
stuck because you can clearly see several tasks within the task. So, it 
starts to look huge every time you try to get going on it. 

 What is the solution? Defi ne the next discrete, doable step that 
you can take. What is it?  “ Review the present plan? ”     “ Locate the pres-
ent plan under other stuff on your desk? ”     “ Retrieve the plan from the 
circular fi le? ”  Then, defi ne the next action step, i.e.,  “ Read old plan. ”  
What then?  “ Highlight good parts in yellow. ”  And then, oh,  “ Find yel-
low highlighter! ”  (Side Note: This last step suggests that a  “ get orga-
nized” project   is required soon in order to get your steps truly in sync.) 

 By breaking your big task into discrete packets at this level of 
granularity, you effectively defuse your fear by showing yourself 
that the big scary task is actually a series of small, simple tasks. You 
don ’ t need to go atomic on your  “ What do I do next? ”  breakdown. 
Just take it to the level where you can envision yourself doing those 
necessary, important, mostly ordinary tasks that effective humans do to 
get things done. Some of the most productive next steps might be to: 

  Meet with other people  
  Call someone on the phone  
  Send an e - mail  
  Locate a document on your computer  
  Do online to research about some question  
  Make a decision  
  Create a new electronic fi le and brainstorm some ideas    

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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 To make your actions most productive, ask yourself whether or 
not there is still some prior step to be done in preparation for the 
meeting, phone call, or e - mail such as getting some missing informa-
tion. That is your real next step. Take it now, and take your next step 
after that, and then the next, and soon you ’ ll be river dancing your-
self, and your team, into a fl ow of true project productivity. There ’ s a 
psychological lift from getting into this  “ fl ow state ”  because breaking 
seemingly insurmountable tasks into sure - thing next steps builds 
inner strength and momentum.  

  Key Points Review   

  1.   Chunk smart to avoid categorical pitfalls that can roadblock 
your project from the start. Get the chunks right, and you are 
on the way. Be explicit and name your chunks, then LogFrame 
at least the fi rst one.  

  2.   In any undertaking, the three major resources of interest are 
time, people, and assets. A wisely chunked activity list is the 
starting point for the schedules, responsibility charts, and 
resource budgets.  

  3.   Make your LogFrame a high - level summary rather than a 
detailed action plan. LogFrame Inputs can be illustrative and 
not defi nitive. They are simply the starting points for more 
detailed planning using other task management tools. The 
LogFrame structure affords you great fl exibility.  

  4.   Developing a project Responsibility Chart provides a way to 
sort out potential coordination diffi culties in advance. Turn 
these into job descriptions by putting the contents into standard 
narrative format.  

  5.    Schmidt ’ s Law of Planning Density  recommends that you plan the 
upcoming phase/chunk at the level of detail you need to manage 
it effectively, and simultaneously create less detailed preliminary 
plans for subsequent phases. Like the law of gravity, Schmidt ’ s 
Law is more than a law; it ’ s also a good idea.  

  6.    “ Defi ne the next action step ”  that is discrete and doable is a suc-
cess principle that has proven itself enormously valuable. Break 
down tasks into the very next action you need to take.     
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  Application Step #4: 

   Question 4  — How do we get there? 

 At this point you can use software or continue with old - fashioned 
technology — pencils!   

  1.   Confi rm the Outcomes. Affi rm that they are your current best 
guess as to the necessary and suffi cient set needed to reach the 
Purpose.  

  2.   List key activities for each Outcome, chunked out at roughly 
the same level of detail. Limit your activities to four to seven 
per Outcome, so you don ’ t get overwhelmed.  

  3.   Identify tasks sequences by examining predecessor or successor 
events. Determine what the next step would be after each step 
as you ask yourself if there ’ s anything else that needs to be done 
before, after, or in between. Develop a Gantt chart or similar 
task schedule. (Keep in mind that although this process may be 
tedious, be thankful you ’ re not working with rolls of black tape.)  

  4.   Identify resources needed for each task.  
  5.   Clarify responsibilities using the Responsibility Chart.    

 If you ’ ve been doing the Application Steps at the end of 
Chapters  5 ,  6 ,  7 , and  8  to your project, you have now fl eshed out a 
fi rst draft LogFrame. In the Appendix, you ’ ll fi nd a self - a dministering 
quality checklist that you can use to determine how well your project 
design hangs together. Use this to spot and correct weaknesses. After 
cleaning up your design, stamp it  draft  and circulate it to a few key 
players for some live feedback. 

 This chapter concludes the section about the LogFrame 
Approach proper. Return to this section again and again for more 
insights on using it for current and for all future projects, both per-
sonal and professional.       
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